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INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the abstract Cauchy problem and other interesting
 w x.problems e.g., differential operators 13, 16 , a generalization of C -0
semigroups, regularized semigroups, has received much attention since
1987. deLaubenfels has made a good summary on this theory in his recent
w xmonograph 10 . It is well known that paralleling the theory of semigroups
of operators, one can develop the corresponding theory of cosine functions
 w x.see, e.g., 29 . Recently, the theory of regularized cosine functions has
w x w xbeen developed by Kuo and Shaw 15 , Lei and Zheng 17 , Li and Shaw
w x19 .
On the other hand, the almost periodicity of C -semigroups and C -0 0
w xgroups have been studied systematically by Bart and Goldberg 3 . This
paper also contained the results of weak and uniform almost periodicity.
w x w x w xWith their work, Baskakov 4 , Cioranescu 7 , Piskarev 25, 26 , and others
discussed the almost periodicity of strongly continuous cosine functions.
w x w xAmong others, Baskakov 4 and Piskarev 25 also discussed the almost
periodicity of the corresponding sine functions. Before this, the periodic
C -groups, which is a special case of the almost periodic C -group, had0 0
w x w x  w x.been discussed by Bart 2 and Da Prato 9 see also 23, A-III-5 , where
w xDa Prato considered the periodicity of regularized groups. A gap in 9 was
w xpointed out and corrected by Bart 2 in the case of C -groups. The results0
w xof periodic strongly continuous cosine functions are due to Giusti 12 ,
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w x w x w x w xLutz 21 , Piskarev 26 et al. Furthermore, Da Prato 9 and Cioranescu 6
considered the periodicity of distribution groups.
In this paper, we discuss the almost periodicity of regularized groups,
semigroups, cosine functions, and the corresponding sine functions. As a
special case of the almost periodicity, the periodicity of these operator
families is also considered. Our results generalize the corresponding
results given by the above-mentioned papers. The paper is organized as
follows.
In Section 1 we give some preliminaries, which contain the definitions
and basic properties of regularized groups, semigroups, cosine functions,
the corresponding sine functions, and almost periodic vector-valued func-
tions. The definitions and some remarks of almost periodic and periodic
strongly continuous operator families are also contained. Moreover, some
notations used throughout this paper are stated at the beginning of this
section.
In Section 2 our main purpose is to obtain a characterization of the
generator of an almost periodic regularized group, which is a generaliza-
w xtion of Theorem 2 in 3 . Among other results we give the conditions that
 .the weak almost periodicity resp. almost periodicity of a regularized
 .group implies its almost periodicity resp. uniform almost periodicity and
w xgive a generalization of Proposition 5 in 3 .
In Section 3 we consider almost periodic regularized semigroups. First,
we give the relationship between regularized semigroups and regularized
 .groups. Next, we deduce from this that an uniformly almost periodic
 .regularized semigroup can be extended to an uniformly almost periodic
regularized group. Finally, combining this and the characterization of
almost periodic regularized groups in Section 2, we characterize almost
periodic regularized semigroups. The results in this section generalize the
w xcorresponding results in 24, Sect. 1.6 , Theorem 8, 9 and Proposition 14
w xin 3 .
In Section 4 we obtain the characterizations of almost periodic regular-
ized cosine functions and the corresponding sine functions, the relation-
ship between them, and the characterization of both of them being almost
periodic. This section also contains the conditions under which their weak
 .almost periodicity resp. almost periodicity implies their almost periodicity
 .resp. uniform almost periodicity . The results of this section generalize
w x w xthe corresponding results in 7 and 25 , etc.
In Section 5 we characterize the periodicity of regularized groups, cosine
functions, and the corresponding sine functions. In particular, the charac-
terization of regularized cosine functions and the corresponding sine
functions with the same period is shown. More information about periodic
regularized groups and cosine functions are also obtained. These results
w xgeneralize the corresponding results in 2, 21, 26 .
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In the last section we deal with a special case; i.e., the regular operator
 .C see Definition 1.1 and 1.3 below is some power of the resolvent of the
generator. In this case we generalize all spectral properties of the genera-
tor of almost periodic and periodic C -semigroups, strongly continuous0
 w x.cosine functions, and the corresponding sine functions see 2, 3, 7, 6 .
Finally, the results are applied to the distribution semigroup introduced by
w xLions 20 , and a characterization of almost periodic tempered distribution
semigroups is proven.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, X is a complex Banach space. All operators are
 .linear. B X is the space of bounded operators on X. If A is an operator
 .  .  .  .  .  .  . on X, then D A , R A , ker A , r A , s A , P A , and R l, A l gs
 ..r A denote, respectively, the domain, the range, the kernel, the resol-
vent set, the spectrum, the point spectrum, and the resolvent of A. Set Xa
2 .   .  . 4resp. X s span x g D A ; Ax s irx resp.s yr x for some r g R .b
 .  . C g B X will be injective. Let r A ' l g C; l y A is injective andC
 .  .4  .  .R C ; R l y A , s A ' C _ r A , andC C
y1R l, A ' l y A C l g r A .  .  . .C C
denote, respectively, the C-resolvent set, the C-spectrum, and the C-re-
 .  . solvent of A. Clearly, P A ; s A . Moreover, set J s R or R ss C q
w ..  4  .0, ` , N s N j 0 , and Z s N j yN .0 0
We start with the definitions and properties of regularized semigroups
and groups.
 .  .DEFINITION 1.1. If a strongly continuous operator family T t g B X
 .  .  .  .  .  .t g J satisfies T 0 s C and T t q s C s T t T s , ; t, s g J, then T t
is called a C-regularized semigroup in the case J s R and a C-q
regularized group in the case J s R. Their generator A is defined by
1
D A s z g X ; lim T t x y x g R C .  .  . . 5tJ2tª0
1
y1Ax s C lim T t x y Cx for x g D A . .  . .
tJ2tª0
Clearly, when C s I, C-regularized semigroups resp. C-regularized
.  .groups coincide with C -semigroups resp. C -groups .0 0
The following are some properties of regularized semigroups and regu-
larized groups in which the properties of regularized semigroups can be
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w xfound in 10 , while the properties of regularized groups can be obtained
immediately by Theorem 3.1 in Section 3 and the corresponding properties
of regularized semigroups.
 .  .LEMMA 1.2. Let T t t g J be a C-regularized semigroup or group with
the generator A. Then
 .  .a A is closed and R C ; D A . .
 . 1 . t  .  .  .b ; f g C J, X , t g J, H T s f s ds g D A and0
t t
A T s f s ds s T t f t y Cf 0 y T s f 9 s ds. 1.1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
t  .  .In particular, ; x g X, t g J, H T s xds g D A and0
t
A T s xds s T t x y Cx . 1.2 .  .  .H
0
 .  .  .  .  .  .c ; x g D A , t g J, T t x g D A , AT t x s T t Ax and
t
T s Axds s T t x y Cx . 1.3 .  .  .H
0
 .  .  5  .5 . d If T t is uniformly bounded i.e., sup T t - ` , then l g C;t g J
 44  .Re l g J _ 0 ; r A andC
`
yl tR l, A x s e T t xdt , ; x g X , Re l ) 0. 1.4 .  .  .HC
0
The following definitions and properties of regularized cosine functions
w xand the corresponding sine functions can be found in 15, 17 .
 .  .DEFINITION 1.3. If a strongly continuous operator family C t g B X
 .  .  .  .  .  .t g R satisfies C 0 s C and 2C t C s s C t q s C q C s y t C, ; t, s
 .  .  .g R, then C t is called a C-regularized cosine function and S t t g R
 . t  .the corresponding C-regularized sine function, where S t x s H C s xds,0
 .; x g X, t g R. The generator A of C t is defined by
1
D A s x g X ; lim C t x y Cx g R C .  .  . .2 5ttx0
1
y1Ax s C lim C t x y Cx for x g D A . .  . .2ttx0
LEMMA 1.4. Assume that A generates a C-regularized cosine function
 .  .C t , and S t is its corresponding C-regularized sine function. Then
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 .  .a A is closed and R C ; D A . .
 .  .  .  .  .b C t s C yt and S yt s yS t , ; t g R.
 .  .  .  .  .c 2C t S s s S s q t C q S s y t C, ; t, s g R.
 .  . 1 . t  .  .d ; x g X, t g R, S ? x g X R, X , H S s xds g D A and0
t
A S s xds s C t x y Cx . 1.5 .  .  .H
0
 .  .  .  .  .  .e ; x g D A , t g R, C t x g D A , AC t x s C t Ax, and
t
S s Axds s C t x y Cx . 1.6 .  .  .H
0
 .  .  5  .5 .f If C t is uniformly bounded i.e., sup C t - ` , thent g R
 .  xs A ; y`, 0 andC
`
2 yl tlR l , A x s e C t xdt , ; x g X , Re l - 0. 1.7 .  .  .HC
0
 .DEFINITION 1.5. We say that f g C J, X is almost periodic, written
 .f g AP J, X , if ;« ) 0, there exists l ) 0 such that every subinternal of J
5  .  .5of length l contains at least one t satisfying f t q t y f t F « , ; t g J;
 .   .:  .f g C J, X is weakly almost periodic, if x*, f ? g AP J, C , ; x* g X*;
 .F ; C J, X is uniformly almost periodic, if ;« ) 0 there exists l ) 0 such
that every subinternal of J of length l contains at least one t satisfying
5  .  .5f t q t y f t F « , ; t g J, f g F.
We collect some basic results of vector-valued almost periodic functions
 w x.in the following lemma see 18, 30 .
 .LEMMA 1.6. Let f g AP R, X ; then
 .  . 5  .5a f t is bounded, i.e., sup f t - `;t g R
 .  .  .  .b if g g AP R, X , h g AP R, C , then f q g, hf g AP R, X ;
 .  . t yi r s  .  .c ; r, a g R, a f ' lim 1rt H e f s ds exists and a f sr t ª` 0 r
tqa yi r s  .lim 1rt H e f s ds;t ª` a
 .  .   . 4d s f s r g R; a f / 0 is at most countable;r
 .  .  .e if a f s 0, ; r g R, then f t s 0, ; t g R;r
 .  . t  .  .f if X r c and g t ' H f s ds t g R is bounded, then g g0 0
 .AP R, X ;
 .  .f if f g AP R, X and f con¨erge uniformly to f , then f gn n
 .AP R, X .
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Reflexive and even weakly sequentially complete spaces do not contain
c . Recall that a space does not contain c if it does not contain subspaces0 0
isomorphic c .0
Finally, we give the definitions of almost periodicity and periodicity of
strongly continuous operator family.
 .  .  .DEFINITION 1.7. Let F t g B X t g J be a strongly continuous
operator family. Then
 .  .  .  .  .a F t is weakly almost periodic, if F ? x is weakly almost
 .   . 5 5 4periodic, ; x g X ; F t is uniformly almost periodic, if F ? x; x F 1 is
uniformly almost periodic.
 .  .  .  .b F t is periodic, if there exists p ) 0 such that F t q p s F t ,
 .; t g J; F t is strongly periodic, if for every x g X, there exists p ) 0
 .  .  .such that F t q p x s F t x, ; t g J; F t is weakly periodic, if for every
  . :x g X and x* g X*, there exists p ) 0 such that x*, F t q p x s
  . :x*, F t x , ; t g J.
 .Obviously, the uniform almost periodicity resp. almost periodicity of
 .  .F t implies its almost periodicity resp. weak almost periodicity . By the
w xsame method as in 2, proof of Theorem 2.1 , one easily shows that the
 .  .three notions of periodicity of F t are equivalent. If F t is a regularized
semigroup, or group, or cosine function, or sine function, and if its
 .   ..generator is A with D A s X, then the periodicity of F t x ; x g D A .
 .  .  .implies the periodicity of F t . Moreover, if F t t G 0 is a periodic
 .regularized semigroup with period p, then it is clear that T t may be
 .extended to a periodic regularized group with period p by T yt s
 .  .  .T np y t , n y 1 p - t F np n g N .
2. ALMOST PERIODIC REGULARIZED GROUPS
 .In this section, T t is a C-regularized group with the generator A
except in Lemma 2.2. The following is the main result of this section.
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let R C s X. Then T t is almost periodic if and only if .
 .T t is uniformly bounded and X s X.a
Proof. Sufficiency. Since X s X, for any x g X, « ) 0, there exista
 . 5 5finitely many point, r g R and x g ker i r y A such that x y S x Fk k k k k
5  .5  . i rk?  .«rM, where M s sup T t - `. But T ? x s e Cx g AP R, X .t g R k k
 .  . 5  .  . 5Hence T ? x g AP R, X follows from T t x y S T t x F « andk k k
 .  .  .Lemma 1.6 b and g ; i.e., T t is almost periodic.
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 .Necessity. From Lemma 1.6 a and the uniform boundedness theorem it
 .follows that T t is uniformly bounded. Define
1 t yi r sP x s lim e T s xds, ; r g R, x g X . 2.1 .  .Hr ttª` 0
 .Then by Lemma 1.6 c , we know that P x exists and satisfiesr
T h y C 1 1 1 . t yi r sP x s lim e CT h q s xds y CP x .Hr rh h t htª` 0
1 1
i r hs e CP x y CP x ª irCP x h ª 0 , 2.2 .  .r r rh h
 .  .i.e., P x g D A and AP x s irP x. Hence P x g ker ir y A ; X , ; r gr r r r a
 :R, x g X. If x* g X* such that x*, x s 0, ; x g X , thena
1 t yi r s :  :lim e x*, T s x ds s x*, P x s 0, ; r g R, x g X . .H rttª` 0
  . :  .But our assumption implies x*, T ? x g AP R, C . Thus by Lemma
 .   . :  :1.6 e , x*, T t x s 0, ; t g R, x g X. In particular, x*, Cx s 0, ; x g
X. Combining with R C s X, it follows that x* s 0, i.e., x s X. . a
In order to characterize the generator of almost periodic regularized
groups, we need the following result.
LEMMA 2.2. Let R C s X, M ) 0, and v g R. Then A generates a .
 .  . 5  .5 v t .C-regularized semigroup T t t G 0 with T t F Me t G 0 if and only
y1 n .  .  .  . .if D A s X, A s C AC, v, ` ; r A , R C ; R l y A , and . C
5 .n .yn 5l y v l y A C F M, ;l ) v, n g N.
w xProof. By Corollary 2 and its Remark in 22 , we only need to show that
the sufficiency condition of the theorem implies the closedness of A. In
 .  .y1  .fact, if D A 2 x ª x and Ax ª y, then l y A C l y A x ªn n 0 0 n
 .y1  . y1l y A C l x y y . On the other hand, it follows from A ; C AC0 0
 .y1  .  .y1  .that l y A C l y A x s Cx ª Cx, and so l y A C l x y y0 0 n n 0 0
y1s Cx. Therefore y s C ACx s Ax.
Now combining Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and Theorem 3.1 below
we get
COROLLARY 2.3. Let R C s X. Then A generates an almost periodic .
C-regularized group if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
y1 .  4  .a D A s X, A s C AC, and R _ 0 ; r A . . C
 .  .  .n. 5 nb R C ; R l y A , ;0 / l g R, n g N, and sup l l y
.yn 5 4A C ; 0 / l g R, n g N - `.
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 .    .c X s X equi¨ alently, span x g D A ; Ax s l x for some l ga
 .4 .P A s X .s
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X r c , D A s X, T ? y g AP R, X , ; y g .0
 .  .  .R A , and T t be uniformly bounded. Then T t is almost periodic.
5  .5  .Proof. By assumption, M ' sup T t - `. Then from 1.3 wet g R
have
t
5 5 5 5 5 5T s Axds s T t x y Cx F 2 M x , ; t g R, x g D A . .  .  .H
0
 .  .  .  .  .But T ? Ax g AP R, X ; thus T ? x g AP R, X , ; x g D A follows from
 .  .  .Lemma 1.6 f . Now, for any x g X, by D A s X, there exists x g D An
5  .  . 5 5 5  .such that T t x y T t x F M x y x ª 0. Hence from T ? x gn n n
 .  .  .  .AP R, X and Lemma 1.6 g we deduce T ? x g AP R, X , ; x g X.
The following gives the condition that the weak almost periodicity resp.
.  . almost periodicity of T t implies its almost periodicity resp. uniform
.almost periodicity .
THEOREM 2.5.
 . a Suppose that X is weakly sequentially complete i.e., e¨ery weak
.Cauchy sequence con¨erges weakly , and R C s X. Then the weak almost .
 .periodicity of T t implies its almost periodicity.
 .  lt  .4b Suppose e ; l g P A is uniformly almost periodic; then thes
 .almost periodicity of T t implies its uniform almost periodicity.
Proof.
 .  .a First, it follows from the weak almost periodicity, Lemma 1.6 a
 .and the uniform boundedness theorem that T t is uniformly bounded.
˜ .Then, by our assumption and Lemma 1.6 c , there exists P x g X, suchr
that
1 t yi r s˜ :  :x*, P x s lim x*, e T s xds , ; x g X , x* g X*, r g R. .Hr ttª` 0
2.3 .
 .   ..It now follows easily from 2.3 that cf. 2.2
˜ i r t ˜ :  :x*, T t P x s x*, e CP x , ; t G 0, x* g X*. . r r
˜ i r t ˜ ˜ . And so T t P x s e CP x. Thus P x g ker ir y A, ; x g X, r g R. Asr r r
˜ .seen in the proof of Theorem 2.1 with P x replacing P x , we deducer r
 .X s X. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, T t is almost periodic.a
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 .  .b The uniform boundedness of T t follows from the almost peri-
 .   . 5 5 4odicity of T t , which implies T t x; x F 1 is also uniformly bounded.
From the proof of the necessity of Theorem 2.1 we see that ir; P x /r
4  .0 ; P A , ; x g X. Thus the claim now follows from our assumption anda
w x3, Theorem 13 .
3. ALMOST PERIODIC SEMIGROUPS
We first give a basic relationship between regularized semigroups and
regularized groups.
THEOREM 3.1. The following statements are equi¨ alent.
 .  .  .a A generates a C-regularized group T t t g R .
 .  .  .b A and yA generate C-regularized semigroups T t and T tq y
 .t G 0 , respecti¨ ely.
 .  .   ..2c A generates a C-regularized semigroup T t , 0 g r T t ,q C q
 .y1 2  .; t ) 0, and T ? C x g C R , X , ; x g X.q q
 .  .  .  .  .  .y1 2Furthermore, T t s T t t G 0 and T yt s T t s T t Cq y q
 .t G 0 .
 .  .  .  .  .  .Proof. a « b . Set T " t s T "t t G 0 ; then both T t andq
 .T t are C-regularized semigroups. Suppose their generators are A andy q
A respectively. By the definition of generators, "A ; A . Conversely, ify "
 .x g D A then ; t g R,q
T t q h Cx y T t Cx T h x y Cx .  .  .
lim s T t lim .
h hhx0 hx0
s T t CA xgC R, X . .  .q
 w x  .By a well-known result see, e.g., Corollary 2.1.2 in 24 , drdt T t Cx s
 . y1T t CA x. Integrating this and operating with C on both sides yieldsq
 . t  .  .  .T t x s Cx q H T s A xds t g R . Consequently, drdt T t x N s0 q ts0
 .  .CA x g R C . In particular, x g D A , and so A s A. Similarly, A sq q y
yA.
 .  .b « c . For every x g X, t G 0, it follows from the assumption and
 .  .Lemma 1.2 b and c that
d t t
T t T s xds s T t A T s xds q T t T t x .  .  .  .  .  .H Hq y q y q ydt 0 0
s T t Cx . .q
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 . t  . t  .Integrating this we get T t H T s xds s H T s Cxds. Now, operatingq 0 y 0 q
 .  .  . 2with A on both sides and using 1.2 yields T t T t x s C x. Similarlyq y
 .  . 2we can show T t T t x s C x. Thus the claim follows easily from they q
two formulae.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .y1 2  .c « a . Set T t s T t t G 0 and T t s T yt C t - 0 .q q
 .y1 2  .y1 2  .Since by our assumptions T yt C is closed, T yt C g B X ,q q
 .  .; t ) 0. Now, it is easy to verify T t t g R is a C-regularized group by
 .  .definition. Suppose its generator is A . Then by the proof of a « b ,0
A s A.0
 .  .If a C-regularized semigroup T t satisfies Theorem 3.1 c , then we say
ˆ .  .  .the corresponding C-regularized group T t exists, where T t s T t
 .  .y1 2  .t G 0 and s T yt C t - 0 . We now turn to the almost periodicity
ˆ .  w x.of T t and start with the following lemma see 3 .
LEMMA 3.2.
 .  .  .a Let S t be the translation C -semigroup on AP R , X gi¨ en by0 q
ˆ  . . .  .  .S t f s s f t q s . Then the corresponding C -group S t exists.0
 .  .  .  . .b Let E : AP R , X ª AP R, X be defined by Ef t sq
ˆ  .  .S t f 0 , t g R. Then E is a linear surjecti¨ e isometry and Ef is the unique
continuous almost periodic extension of f on R.
 .  .  .  .c If B g B X and f g AP J, X , then Bf g AP J, X and
 .  .E Bg s BEg, ;g g AP R , X .q
 .THEOREM 3.3. If the C-regularized semigroup T t is almost periodic,
ˆ .then the corresponding C-regularized group T t exists and is also periodic. If ,
ˆ .  .in addition, T t is uniformly almost periodic, then so is T t .
 .  .Proof. We first show T t is injective, ; t ) 0. If T t x s 0, then for
 .  . 5 any « ) 0, since T ? x g AP R , X , there exists t ) t, such that T s qq
.  . 5  .  .  .t x y T s x - « , ;s G 0. But CT t x s T t y t T t x s 0 and so
 . 5 5 5  .  . 5T t x s 0. Thus Cx s T t x y T 0 x - « , which implies Cx s 0, i.e.,
x s 0.
 .Next, for every x g X, t ) 0, it follows from Lemma 3.2 c and the
definition of E that
T t ET yt s E T t T yt s E CS t T yt .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .x x x
2ˆ ˆs C S yt S t T 0 s CT 0 s C x , .  .  .  .x x
 .   ..  .y1 22where T s T ? x. From this we see 0 g r T t and T ? C x sx C
 . .  .ET y? g C R , X . Now it follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemmax q
ˆ ˆ .  .  .  . .  .3.2 b that T t exists and T t x s ET t t g R . From this, it is notx
difficult to show the claim.
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The subsequent theorem contains a characterization and some proper-
ties of almost periodic regularized semigroups.
 .THEOREM 3.4. Let A generate a C-regularized semigroup T t and
 .  .R C s X. Then T t is almost periodic if and only if T t is uniformly .
bounded and X s X. In this case, the following are ¨alid.a
 .  .  .a s A ; iR. If in addition P A is bounded, then A gC s
w  .x . w  .x   . 5 y1 5.B R C , X where R C s R C , C ? .
 .  . b If ir is a pole of R l, A , then ir is its simple pole in particular,C
 ..  .ir g P A , and its residue is P defined by 2.1 .s r
Proof. The proof of sufficiency is the same as that of Theorem 2.1.
 .If T t is almost periodic, then by Theorem 3.3 its corresponding
ˆ .C-regularized group T t is almost periodic, and by Theorem 3.1
its generator is still A. Hence the proof of necessity follows from
Theorem 2.1.
 .Now we show a . Since A generates the almost periodic C-regularized
ˆ .  .  .group T t , s A ; iR follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 1.2 d . ToC
 .  .prove the remaining statement in a we choose x g D A and x* g X*
 .arbitrarily. By the proof of Theorem 2.1, P x g ker ir y A , ; r g R. Thusr
  : 4  .  .  :   . :4r g R; x*, P x / 0 ; 1ri P A , but x*, P x s a x*, T ? x ;r s r r
w xhence by our assumption and 11, Theorem 4.8 there exists a constant K
 .independent of x, x* such that
d
< : < <  : < < : <x*, AT t x s x*, T t x F K sup x*, T t x .  .  .
dt tgR
5 5 5 5F KM x* ? x ,
5  .5 5 5 5 5where M s sup T t . Set t s 0; it then follows that ACx F KM x ,t g R
y15 5 5 5  .  .i.e., Ax F KM C x , ; x g D A . Also by R C s X and Lemma 2.1 a , .
 . w  .x w  .x .it is known that CD A is dense in R C . Hence A g B R C , X .
 .  .  .Finally, b follows from Lemma 1.6 c , 1.4 , and the Abelian theorem
 w x.of vector-valued functions see 14, Theorem 18.2.1 .
By Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 2.2, we can characterize the generator of
almost periodic regularized semigroups immediately. Moreover, we can
replace R C s X by the weaker condition D A s X in the second .  .
 .conclusion of Theorem 3.4 a .
4. ALMOST PERIODIC REGULARIZED
COSINE FUNCTIONS
In this section we consider the almost periodicity of regularized cosine
functions and the corresponding sine functions. Since the methods are
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essentially the same as in Section 2, we only indicate the various points of
 .the proofs. In the sequel, suppose that C t is a C-regularized cosine
 .function with generator A, and S t is its corresponding C-regularized sine
function.
THEOREM 4.1. Let R C s X. Then .
 .  .  .a C t is almost periodic if and only if C t is uniformly bounded and
X s X.b
 .  .  .b S t is almost periodic if and only if S t is uniformly bounded,
 .0 f P A , and X s X.s b
Proof.
 .a This is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1. We only need to note
 .  .  2 .  .that C t x s cos rt C for x g ker r q A r g R in the proof ofx
sufficiency. To show the necessity, we only need to point out that P x gr
 2 .ker r q A , where
1 t yi r sP x s lim e C s xds, ; x g X , r g R. 4.1 .  .Hr ttª` 0
 .  .In fact, by Lemma 1.6 c , the right side of 4.1 exists, and by the definition
of C-regularized cosine functions,
2 1 1 t yi r sC h y C P x s lim e C C s q h .  . . Hr2 2 th h tª` 0
2
qC s y h xds y CP x . . r2h
1
i r h yi r h 2s e q e y 2 CP x ª yr CP x h ª 0 . .  .r r2h
4.2 .
Thus the claim follows.
 .  .  .b If S t is almost periodic, then by Lemma 1.6 a and the uniform
 .  .boundedness theorem S t is uniformly bounded. Also, from Lemma 1.6 c
we know that
1 t yi r sP x ' lim e S s xds, ; r g R, x g X 4.3 .  .Hr ttª` 0
 .  .exists. Thus by Lemma 1.4 c it is easy to see that 4.2 still holds, in which
 .  :P is defined by 4.3 . If x* g X* such that x*, x s 0, ; x g X , then byr b
  . :the proof of the necessity of Theorem 2.1, we see x*, S t x s 0, ; t g
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R, x g X. Differentiating this with respect to t and then letting t s 0
 :yields x*, Cx s 0, x g X. By virtue of R C s X, we have x* s 0. Thus .
 .  .X s X. To show 0 f P A we let Ax s 0. Then S t x s tCx, ; t g R.b s
 .Taking now r s 0 in 4.3 we get that P x s lim 1rt Cx. Since P x0 t ª` 0
exists, x s 0.
The converse is similar to the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 2.1;
 .  .  2 .   4.here we note that S t x s 1rr sin rt Cx for x g ker r q A r g R _ 0 .
 w xUsing the following lemma see Corollary 3.4 in 17 and Corollary 3.9 in
w x.19 , we can characterize, in terms of the generator, the almost periodicity
of regularized cosine functions and the uniform boundedness of the
corresponding regularized sine functions.
LEMMA 4.2. Let R C s X and M ) 0. Then .
 .  . 5  .5a A generates a C-regularized cosine function C t with C t F M
 .  . y1  .  .t g R if and only if D A s X, A s C AC, 0, ` ; r A , andC
5  2 ..n. 5 yny1lR l , A F Mn!l , ;l ) 0, n g N .C 0
 .  .  .b If A generates a C-regularized cosine function C t t g R , then
5  .5  .  .  . 5  2 .n. 5S t F M t g R if and only if 0, ` ; r A and R l , A FC C
Mn!lyny1, ;l ) 0, n g N .0
 .Now we give the relationship between the almost periodicity of C t and
 .  .  .S t , and the characterization for both C t and S t being almost
periodic.
THEOREM 4.3. Let X r c .0
 .  .  .  .a If C t is almost periodic and S t is uniformly bounded, then S t
also is almost periodic.
 .  .  .  .  .b If D A s X, S ? y g AP R, X , ; y g R A , and C t is uni- .
 .formly bounded, then C t is almost periodic.
 .  .  .c Assume R C s X. Then both C t and S t are almost periodic if .
 .  .and only if both C t and S t are uniformly bounded and X s X.b
 .  .Proof. a follows directly from Lemma 1.6 f . By Lemma 1.4 and the
 .  .same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.4 we can show b . Finally, c
 .  .follows from a and Theorem 4.1 a .
 . w  .x  wIf x, y g CD A , then from 15, Theorem 1.5 i also see 17, Theorem
x.2.3 we know that the second-order abstract Cauchy problem
x0 t s Ax t , x 0 s x , x9 0 s y 4.4 .  .  .  .  .
 .  . y1  . y1  .has a unique solution x t s C t C x q S t C y t g R . Thus the
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 .  .purpose of characterizing the almost periodicity of both C t and S t is to
 .get almost periodic solutions of 4.4 .
 .Finally, we consider the weak and uniform almost periodicity of C t
 .and S t . The proof of the following results is similar to that of Theorem
 .2.3 note also the method used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and is
omitted.
THEOREM 4.4.
 .a Suppose X is weakly sequentially complete and R C s X. Then the .
 .   ..weak almost periodicity of C t resp. S t implies the almost periodicity of
 .   ..C t resp. S t .
 .  lt 2  .4b Suppose e ; l g P A is uniformly almost periodic. Then thes
 .   ..almost periodicity of C t resp. S t implies the uniform almost periodicity of
 .   ..C t resp. S t .
5. PERIODIC REGULARIZED GROUPS AND
COSINE FUNCTIONS
In view of the remarks at the end of Section 1 we only consider the
periodicity of regularized groups, cosine functions, and the corresponding
sine functions. We start with the characterization and the properties of
periodic regularized groups.
 .THEOREM 5.1. Assume that A generates a C-regularized group T t and
 .R C s X. Then T t is a periodic C-regularized group with period p if and .
 .  .only if s A ; 2p irp Z and X s X. In this case, the following state-C a
ments are true.
 .  .  .a s A consists of all the simple poles of R l, A . In particularC C
 .  .s A s P A .C s
 .  .b If l g C 2p irp Z, then
py1yl p yl sR l, A x s 1 y e e T s xds, ; x g X . 5.1 .  .  .  .HC
0
 .  .  .c Let P be the residue of R l, A at 2p irp k, thenk C




2CAx s P x , ; x g D A . 5.3 .  . kpkgZ
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 .  .Proof. Necessity. By 1.1 and T p s C,
p
yl s yl pl y A e T s xds s 1 y e Cx , ; x g X , l g C. .  .  .H
0
5.4 .
 .  .  .  .Combining this with T s Ax s AT s x, ; x g D A , s G 0, one obtains b
 .  .and s A ; 2p irp Z, while X s X follows from Theorem 2.1.C a
 .  .  . 2p i k tr pSufficiency. If x g ker 2p ikrp y A k g Z , then T t x s e Cx.
 .  .Consequently T t q p x s T t x, ; t g R. But by our assumptions,
 .  .  .X s span j ker 2p ikrp y A , and so T t q p s T t , ; t g R.k g Z
 .  .  .It now remains to show a and c . By 5.1 ,
P x s lim l y 2p ikrp R l, A x .  .k C
lª2p i krp
p1
y2 p i k sr ps e T s xds, ; x g X , k g Z. 5.5 .  .Hp 0
 .  .Thus a holds and P xk g Z are the Fourier coefficients of T t x. Thenk
 . 1 .  .  .since T ? x g C R, X , ; x g D A , we know that 5.2 holds. And from
 .  .  .a , s A ; 2p irp Z, and the definitions of P it easily follows thatC k
 .  .  . R P ; ker 2p ikrp y A , ;k g Z. Hence combining this with 5.2 tak-k
.ing t s 0 , we obtain
2p ik
2CAx s P Ax s AP x s P x , ; x g D A . .  k k kpkgZ kgZ kgZ
 .  .The result obtained in the proof of necessity except X s X and 5.5a
w xhad been given by Da Prato 9 . In Theorem 5.1, X s X can be replaceda
 .by a and
Cx s P x , ; x g D A . 5.6 .  . k
kgZ
 .  .In fact, it follows from 5.6 that CD A ; span j R P . But R C s .  .k g Z k
 .X implies CD A s X, and thus span j R P s X. On the other . k g Z k
 .  .  .hand, by a and s A ; 2p irp Z, it follows thatC
R P ; ker 2p ikrp y A , ;k g Z. .  .k
 .Therefore X s X. The inverse follows immediately from 5.2 with t s 0.a
The following is about periodic regularized cosine functions.
 .THEOREM 5.2. Suppose A generates a C-regularized cosine function C t
 .  .and R C s X. Then C t is periodic with period p if and only if s A ; . C
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 2 2 2 4y4p k rp ; k g N and X s X. In this case, the following statements0 b
are true.
 .  .  .a s A consists of all the simple poles of R l, A . In particularC C
 .  .s A s P A .C s
 .  .b If l g C 2p irp Z, then
py12 yl p yl slR l , A x s 1 y e e C s xds, ; x g X . 5.7 .  .  .  .HC
0
 .  .  . 2 2 2c Let P k g N be the residue of R l, A at 4p k rp , thenk 0 C
` 2p kt
C t x s cos P x , ; x g D A , t g R 5.8 .  .  . k /pks0
and
` 2 24p k
2CAx s y P x , ; x g D A , t g R. 5.9 .  . k2pks0
 .  .Proof. Necessity. For every l g C _ 2p irp Z, x g X, let F l x be
 .the right side of 5.7 , then for all t g R,
qtlt pe
yl s2C t F l x s e C s Cx ds .  .  .Hyl p1 y e t
eyl t pyt yl sq e C s Cx ds. .Hyl p1 y e yt
 .  . 2  .  .  .Consequently C0 t F l x s l C t F l x y lC t Cx. Letting t s 0 we
 . 2  .  .  .see that AF l x s l F l x y lCXx. Then, by Lemma 1.4 e , F l s
 2 .  .lR l , A . Hence 5.7 holds. The claim now follows from TheoremC
 .4.1 a .
 .  .Sufficiency. This easily follows from C t x s cos 2p krpt Cx, ; x g
 2 2 .  .ker 4p k rp q A k g N and the assumptions.2 0
 .  .By 5.7 we deduce a and
p pd d 2p ksk ky2p i k sr pP x s e C s xds s cos C s x ds, .  .H Hk  /p p p0 o
; x g X , k g N , 5.10 .0
 .  .  . 1 .where d s 1 k s 0 and d s 2 k g N . Since C ? x g C R, X , ; x gk k
 .  .  .  .  .D A and C t s C yt , ; t g R, 5.8 follows. Also R P ;k
 2 2 2 .  .  .  .  2 2 2ker 4p k rp q A k g N follows from a and s A ; y4p k rp ;0 C
4  .  .  .k g N . Combining this and 5.8 with t s 0 we have 5.9 .0
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 .  . Indeed, from the proof of 5.8 we see that 5.8 is valid for x g X s x1
 . 1 .4  .   .g X ; C ? x g C R, X . Hence 5.9 is also valid for x g x g D A ;
4  .Ax g X . Moreover, in Theorem 5.2, X s X can be replaced by a and1 b
`  .Cx s  P x, ; x g D A .ks0 k
 .THEOREM 5.3. Suppose A generates a C-regularized cosine function C t
and R C s X. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent. .
 .  .  .a Both C t and S t are periodic with period p.
 .  .b S t is periodic with period p.
 .  .  .c C t is periodic with period p and 0 g r A .C
 .  .  2 2 2 4d s A ; y4p k rp ; k g N and X s X.C b
 .Proof. By Theorem 5.2, we only need to show the equivalence of b
 .  .  .  .and c . If b holds, then differentiating S t q p x s S t x, one obtains
 .  .C t q p s C t , ; t g R. To show the remaining statement we integrate
 .both sides of 1.5 from 0 to p and find
p
A p y s S s xds s S p x y pCx s ypCx , ; x g X . .  .  .H
0
 .  .  .  .Thus R C ; R A . Also, by Theorem 4.1 b , 0 f P A and therefore wes
 .  .  .have 0 g r A . If c holds, then d is also valid by Theorem 5.2. HenceC
 .  .  .  2 2 2 .from this and S t x s pr2p k sin 2p ktrp Cx, ; x g ker 4p k rp q A
 .  .k g N , we get b immediately.
 .  . 1 .Integrating 5.10 by parts and noting that S ? x g C R, X , ; x g X,
we know
` p 2p kt
S t x s sin P x .  k /2p k pks1
` p2 2p kt 2p ks
s sin sin S s x ds, . H /  /p p p0ks1
; x g X , t g R.
6. A SPECIAL CASE
In this section, we give more properties for almost periodic C-
 .n regularized semigroups and cosine functions with C s R l , A l g0 0
 ..r A . To this end we need the following.
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 .LEMMA 6.1. Assume A is an operator on X with r A / B. Let C s
 .n  .R l , A , where l g r A , n g N . Then0 0 0
 .  .  .  .  .a r A s r A and s A s s A .C C
 .b If A is densely defined, then R C s X. .
 .  .  .c R l, A s R l, A C andC
n
n ky1 kR l, A s l y l R l, A q l q l R l , A , .  .  .  .  .0 C 0 0
ks1
;l g r A . 6.1 .  .
Proof.
 .  .  .  .a If suffices to show r A ; r A . If l g r A , then ; x g X,C C
ny1 nq1y ' R l, A x s l y A R l , A x g D A .  .  .  .C 0
 . .n  .  .and so x s l y A l y A y g R l y A , i.e., R l y A s X. On the0
 .other hand, l y A is injective and A is closed. There l g r A .
 .  .b We only need to note that D A s X and r A / B imply .
nD A s X. .
 .  .  .   ..  .c R l, A s R l, A C l g r A is obvious, while 6.1 followsC
from the resolvent identity.
 .In the sequel, let A be a densely defined operator with r A / B. Set
 .n   . .C s R l , A l g r A , n g N .0 0 0
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose A generates an almost periodic C-regularized
 .  .n  .n  .semigroup T t , where C s R l , A . Let M s l y ir P r g R , where0 r 0 r
 .P is defined by 2.1 . Thenr
 .  .a s A ; iR, and
lim l y ir R l, A x s M x , ; r g R, x g X , 6.2 .  .  .r
lx ir
where lx ir denotes l s t q ir and t x0.
 .  .b ; r g R, M is a bounded projection onto ker ir y A alongr
2  .  .  .R ir y A i.e., M s M g B X , ker M s R ir y A , and R M s .  .r r r r
 ..  .ker ir y A and X s ker ir y A [ R ir y A . .
 .  .  .c If ir r g R is an isolated point of s A , then ir is the simple pole
 .   ..of R l, A in particular, ir g P A and its corresponding spectral projec-s
tion is M .r
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Proof.
 .  .  .a Since T t is uniformly bounded, s A ; iR. Then by LemmaC
 .  .  .  .6.1 a , s A ; iR. Thus by 2.1 , 1.4 and the Abelian theorem of
vector-valued functions, it follows that
lim l y ir R l, A x s P x , ; x g X , r g R. 6.3 .  .  .C r
lx ir
 .  .  .Combining this, s A ; iR, and 6.1 we easily see that 6.2 holds.
 .  .  .  .b For fixed r g R, set A s l y ir R l, A and B s R l, Al l
  ..  . 5 5 5  .5l g r A . By 2.1 we get P F M, where M s sup T t . Thus, byr t G 0
 . 5 5  .  .6.2 , A s O 1 lx ir , which impliesl
5 5 5 < 5 5A y ir A F l y ir 1 q A ª 0 lx ir . .  . .l l
Also
R A s R B ; D A s D A y ir , ;l g r A .  .  .  .  .l l
and
B A y ir ; A y ir B s A y I , ;l g r A . .  .  .l l l
 .  . w xHence b follows now from 6.2 , Theorem 1.1, and its remark in 27 .
 .c Let P be the spectral projection associated with A and ir.
 .  .Then X s ker P [ R P . With respect to this decomposition, we write
 .  .  .  .A s A [ A and T t s T t [ T t , where we note that T t and P0 1 0 1
 .commute. Then T t is an almost periodic C -regularized semigroup on1 1
 .  .nR P with generator A , where C s R l , A . Hence by Theorem 3.4,1 1 0 1
 .the set of eigenvectors of A spans a dense subspace of R P . Since1
 .  4  .  . <s A s ir , it follows that ker ir y A s R P , i.e., A s irI .R P .1 1 1
 .  .  .  .Therefore, since R l, A s R l, A [ R l, A and ir g r A , ir is a0 1 0
 .simple pole of R l, A . Finally, since
 4ker ir y A s ker ir y A [ ker ir q A s 0 [ R P s R P .  .  .  .  .0 1
and since
 4R ir y A s R ir y A [ R ir y A s ker P [ 0 s ker P .  .  .  .  .0 1
 .it follows from b that P s M .r
Similarly, we can give the following.
 .THEOREM 6.3. Let A generate a C-regularized cosine function C t , where
 .n  .   .. C s R l , A , and C t resp. S t is almost periodic. Let M s 2 l q0 r 0
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2 .n   2 .n .  .r P resp.s 2 ir l q r P for r ) 0 and M s l P resp.s 0 , wherer 0 r 0 0 0
 .   ..P is defined by 4.1 resp. 4.3 . Thenr
 .  .  x   ..a s A ; y`, 0 resp.; y`, 0 , and
lim l q r 2 R l, A x s M x , ; r G 0, x g X , 6.4 .  .  .r
2lx r
2  .2where lx y r means l s t q ir and t x0.
 .  2 .b For e¨ery r G 0, M is a bounded projection onto ker r q Ar
2 2 2 .along R r q A and X s ker r q A [ R r q A . .  .
 . 2  . 2c If yr is an isolated point of s A , then yr is the simple pole of
 .   ..R l, A in particular, ir g P A and its corresponding spectral projections
is M .r
 .  .   ..Proof. a By Theorem 4.1 a resp. Theorem 4.1 b and Lemma 6.1,
 .  x  .   ..  .s A ; y`, 0 . Also by 4.1 resp. 4.3 , 1.7 , and the Abelian theorem
of vector-valued functions,
lim l y ir lR l2 , A x resp. lim l y ir R l2 , A x , .  .  .  .C C /
lx ir lx ir
; x g X , r G 0. 6.5 .
 .  2 .  .This and 6.1 replacing l by l easily leads to 6.4 .
 .  .  .  .The proof of b and c are the same as that of Theorem 6.2 b and c ,
 .  .respectively. Finally, we show 0 g r A when S t is almost periodic. Set
 .  .  .A s lR l, A and B s R l, A l ) 0 . Then as shown in the proof ofl l
 .  .  . w x  .Theorem 6.2 b , A and B satisfy C1 ] C3 in 28 . Also, by 6.1 andl l
 .  2 . n 5  2 .5  .  .6.5 , lim lR l , A x s l P x and so lR l , A s O 1 lx0 . Thuslx 0 0 0
5  .5  .  .  . wlR l, A ª 0 lx0 . Now X s ker A [ R A follows from 28 Theo-
x  .  .  4rem 1 . On the other hand, by Theorem 4.1 b , ker A s 0 and so
 .  .X s R A , i.e., 0 g r A .
 . w x  w x.From Theorem 4.1, 6.3 a and 1, p.56 cf. the proof of 25, Theorem 2 .
we know the following results hold.
 .THEOREM 6.4. Let A generate a C-regularized cosine function C t , where
 .nC s R l , A . Then0
 .  .  .a S t is almost periodic if and only if S t is uniformly bounded,
 .0 g r A , and X s X.b
 .  .  .  .b Both C t and S t are almost periodic if and only if C t is
 .uniformly bounded, 0 g r A , and X s X.b
For periodic C-regularized groups and cosine functions, where C s
 .n  .  .  .R l , A , s A and r A in Theorem 5.1]5.3 can be replaced by s A0 C C
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 .and r A , respecti¨ ely, and the other conditions and results also can be
modified correspondingly. For example, using Theorems 5.1 and 6.2 and
˜ yn n ˜ .  .Lemma 6.1 and noting P s l y ir P s R l , A P where P and Pk 0 k 0 k k k
 .  .are respecti¨ ely the residue of R l, A and R l, A at 2p ikrp, we ha¨eC
 .THEOREM 6.5. Let A generate a C-regularized group T t , where C s
 .n  .R l , A . Then T t is a periodic C-regularized group with period p if and0
 .  .only if s A ; 2p irp Z and X s X. In this case, the following statementsa
hold.
 .  .  .a s A consists of all the simple poles of R l, A . In particular
 .  .s A s P A .s
 .  .b If l g C _ 2p irp Z, then
py1n yl p yl sR l, A x s l y l 1 y e e T s xds .  .  .  .H0
0
n
ky1 kq l y l R l , A , ; x g X . .  . 0 0
ks1
 .  .c Let P be the spectral projection of R l, A at 2p ikrp. Thenk




2Ax s P x , ; x g D A . . kpkgZ
We conclude this section with an application of Theorem 3.4 to the
 .tempered distribution semigroup TDSG . A TDSG is a regular distribu-
 w x.   ..tion semigroup T see 20 with T g B S , B X , where S is the space of
rapidly decreasing test functions. A TDSG T is said to be almost periodic,
 .  .if T d )f x g AP R , X , ; x g X, f g S , where d denotes the Diract q t
measure centered at t.
THEOREM 6.6. Let A be a densely defined operator on X. Then A
 .  .generates on almost periodic TDSG T if and only if 0, ` ; r A , there exists
 .k g N, l g r A , and M ) 0 such that0
n kn5 l R l, A R l , A IF M , ;l ) 0, n g N , 6.6 .  .  .0
and X s X.a
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w xProof. Necessity. It follows from 8 that A also generates a C-
 .  .  .kregularized semigroup T t ' T d C, where C s R l , A for somet 0
 .  ky1  . . yl 0 s  .k g N and l ) 0. Let f t s t r k y 1 ! e and Y t be the0 0
 .  .  .   ..Heaviside function. Then T t T d T Yf s T d ) Yf . Thus, by ourt 0 t 0
 .definitions, T t is an almost periodic C-regularized semigroup with the
generator A. The claim follows now from Theorem 3.4 and Lemmas 2.2
and 6.1.
 .Sufficiency. By 6.6 and Lemma 2.2 we know that A generates a
 .  .kuniformly bounded C-regularized semigroup T t , where C s R l , A .0
 .  .  4It thus follows from Lemma 1.2 d and 6.1 a that l g C; Re l ) 0 ;
 . 5  . 5  .r A and R l, A C F MrRe l for Re l ) 0. Using Lemma 6.1 c again,
5  .5  < <.kwe get that R l, A F M 1 q l rRe l for Re l ) 0, which implies
 w x.that A generates a TDSG T cf. 5 , and so, a C -regularized semigroup1
 .  .  .kq2 .  . y1T t s T d C , where C s R l , A l ) 0 . Since T t C C is1 t 1 1 1 1 1
 .  . y1also a C -regularized semigroup with the generator A, T t s T t C C .1 1 1
 .In particular, T t is uniformly bounded, and thus, by X s X,1 a
X  .almost periodic. Also, ; x g X, f g S , by A s T yd we see T f x g .0
 kq2  .  .  . y1  . .  .D A s R C . Therefore T d )f x s T t C T f x g AP R , X .1 t 1 1 q
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